Class: McFly Year 1

Teacher: Mrs Buckingham

Overview

Key Questions
Science
•

•

•

I can identify and name a variety of
everyday materials? e.g. wood, plastic,
metal, water and rock.
I can describe the simple properties of a
variety of everyday materials.

I can perform simple tests- materials
testing/ superhero outfit

•

History
• I can understand that we have a queen who rules us
and that Britain has had a king or queen for many
years.
• I can explain what is meant by a parliament.
• I can find out more about a famous person from the
past and carry out some research on him or her.

Superheroes
th

25

Maths – Addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division in the context
of measure
Science- Properties of common materials
History- Significant people- Elizabeth II
Art and Design- Comparing superhero
artists- Andy Warhol and Joelle Jones.
Design Technology- designing superhero
outfits and badges using a range of
different materials

April – 27th May (5 weeks)

Writing Outcomes
Values
25th April- HONESTY
2nd May- COURAGE
16th May- TRUST

Hook
‘Superhero Training Academy!’
Supertato

I can write instructions- Superhero
instructions for catching a villain
I can write a recount (following the
Superhero Training Academy)- starting
sentences working with a personal pronoun.
I can write a story with a clear beginning,
middle and end, using the following features;
- Compound sentence using the
coordinating conjunction 'and'.
- Sentences using an exclamation
mark.

As a parent you can; Reading (5 mins daily), common exception word practise (5 mins daily) and regular number bond practise. After you have heard your child
read, ask them about the characters, what type of book it is, what events took place, did they enjoy it, what part did they enjoy the most?
Our PE days are Wednesday and Friday.

